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Pascals Wager is a dark action-RPG with a cool atmosphere. In it, the player will be immersed in a world that under the influence of a mysterious fog began to change in the eyes not for the better. By selecting one of the four available characters, you will begin to explore the environment faced by many of the disfigured
opponents who were once ordinary people. Working with monsters, as well as getting acquainted with different characters, the gamer will bring victory and save humanity from this unknown cataclysm. Pascal's Wager APK 0.2.1 (78 MB) Pascal's Wager OBB 0.2.1 (1.6 GB) OBB installation site --
'gt;sdcard/android/obb/com.tipsworks.android.pascalswager.google/How to install APK OBB? Additional information requires Android5.0 and up to ChoiceGiant Global Developer This is a fantasy role-playing game. Players can control four warriors to experience a deep and heavy plot, you can control four characters in
the game to fight. The combat methods, operations and logic of the four characters are very different. A three-dimensional research map meets enemies beyond imagination. Terrence is a traditional warrior with a one-handed sword and moat. It has the most traditional light and heavy attacks and rolls and blocks. Viola is
a glamorous girl. It uses a near and far musket can not be blocked, but can switch between different types of ammunition and has completely different combos and combat ideas. You don't know where you came from or where you want to go. All you need is to constantly defeat the monsters, explore the map, and
gradually trace the truth behind from the various clues. The problems and pleasure of exploration reflect as much as possible here. If you're a fan of the Dark Souls series, Pascal's Wager APK is an Android game you shouldn't ignore. You can download the game for free from the link below the article. Content TableIn
the world without the sun? It happened in Pascal's Wager, the last action game released by Giant Global. According to forecasts, the game will cause players to temporarily forget the Dark Soul. After success on Xbox, PS4 and most recently the version for iOS, this game has finally been released By Android
version.Compared to other role-playing games of the same genre, Pascal's Wager is highly regarded for its extremely detailed and insightful storyline that lasts almost 20 hours. Numerous NPCs, light effects, the voice of the narrator will take you on an endless adventure. The storyline Of the dark world, the sun has
fallen. Vager Pascal on the Colossus, the gods who bring light to all. According to legend, they appeared when the sun disappeared, bringing eternal darkness to the entire kingdom. The colossus radiates light, purifies the Night Mist and forces people to find the land of light. To survive in a world of darkness, people must
follow Therefore, they are called The Walking Gods. Colossus Heggem is located next to the mine. People rely on the light of Heggem to live and work. They are waiting for a new migration. Adamina's colossus was weakened after Murray's attacks. However, its light is enough to protect the survivors from darkness and
Sendril.However, as the sun, the Colossus also gradually mysteriously collapsed. A postman named Terrence, he lost his beloved wife. Believing that the missing wife was involved in the fall of Colossi, Terrence went in search of the missing wife and revealed the secrets of this world. GraphicsIt's hard to ignore the
graphic part of Weager Pascal. With detailed 3D graphics, it mimics the dark, cold and desert world in a truly impressive way. Overall, Giant Global has done a great job with the image version of Android. While some effects don't really match, in general, the game still has some unique charms that you can only find on
Pascal's Wager.The environment, characters, monsters are all modeled in detail and realistically. You are immersed in the world of darkness, adventure at every turn and the character's point of view. In addition, you will enjoy the cut scenes from large angles, according to the pace of the game. Sound When it comes to
Pascal's Wager sound, I'm interested in two elements: music and voiceover. As for the soundtrack, it is undeniable that the publisher did very well. Sound is also a factor that helps the game increase the cold and gloomy. He excels in leading emotions for players in different regions and storylines, helping players feel
excited, curious and excited not to know what will happen next. However, there are many players who complain about the voices in the game. Sometimes voices don't match the atmosphere and background music. This makes the big picture somewhat strange. You can sympathize with the publisher's limited budget.
Hopefully this will be corrected in future versions. GameplayDespite detailed and complex plot, Pascal's Wager has gameplay that doesn't make much difference compared to games of the same genre. You choose your favorite character, then fight the character and explore the rest of the plot. The game allows you to
use two characters in battle, if one character is defeated, the other character can appear and continue the fight. You can also swap two characters whenever you want. This feature gives you the flexibility to choose the right tactics for each region. The console is elegantly designed. The publisher tries to help you fully
enjoy the footage of the game, so that they minimize the control keys as much as possible so that it doesn't take up too much space on the screen. A familiar role-playing control mechanism. You use a virtual joystick on the left Manage the movement of the character using skills such as cutting, sliding, blocking the keys
on the right. Information such as mana and HP is displayed by the two bars below, not above. CharactersTerrence is a knight, a character we mentioned in the plot. He is a postman who has been expelled from the Church for sins in the past. One day he stumbles upon the key to the fall of the Colossus. He went in
search of the mystery of the Colossus and again found his missing wife. Viola's a gunner with a gun. She joins Terrence after accidentally saving him from Sengril. She has a rather mysterious past with regard to the Church. Even with Terrence, she didn't reveal who she really was. Norwood is a mysterious masked
killer. Norwood saved Terrence when they were both in Adamin. Even with one hand, he can easily kill any Marred.Benita is a monk who can use magic. She's Terrence's only friend. She sacrificed her eyesight to save her friends. It didn't matter to her because there was no light in her world from the beginning. The fixed
license version of Pascal's Wager APKPascal's Wager is a paid game and it is extremely secure. This way, you can't install the game through the regular APK files shared on the network. The APK version on APKMODY has fixed license errors and you can experience this whole game when downloading. How to install
Pascal's WagerDownload APK and OBB files Pascal's Wager.Unzip file com.tipsworks.android.pascalswager.google.zip. Copy com.tipsworks.android.pascalswager.google on Android/obb . Install the APK file. Download Pascal's Wager APK for AndroidPascal's Wager costs $3.99 in the Google Play store, but you can
download and install it for free on our website. Are you ready to join the journey to find light that has disappeared in the human kingdom for too long? Pascal's Wager is a dark and stylish action-RPG for mobile devices, with great next-generation graphics. The game takes place in a dark world, where the sun sank to the
bottom of the ocean as a result of natural disaster. Deprived of light, the continent suddenly found itself in a black mist. The locals are going crazy, and no one knows why. You will have to understand the circumstances and save all humanity. Along the way you will find many dangers and different monsters. How to install
Pascal's WagerThe catalog to unpack the cache: /sdcard/Android/obb/ Download fromeGoogle Play Request updateRating: (2 votes, 4.50/5) Pascal's Wager is a hurricane mix of Dark Souls and The Witcher with good graphics on the Unity3D engine, dynamic gameplay, first-class sound and unique atmosphere. All the
action takes place in a fantastic world in which the light has disappeared and darkness reigns. Unsurprisingly, local creatures have become aggressive or even insane. Introductory scenes reveal into the game and immerse us in its gloomy and ominous atmosphere. At the same time, the graphic level is immediately
demonstrated. Yes, it's beautiful, with tracked texture and environmental impact, lighting. However, angular and fuzzy are visible at once - the game still does not reach the level of consoles. The story of our hero, Terrence, goes on a journey in search of his wife and redemption. Viola becomes his companion. The hero,
in addition to numerous enemies, will meet other survivors who will give out quests or join Terrence. The player must control the character who wanders around the branched location in search of a specific target. Along Pascal's Wager step-by-step guide you will have to fight monsters, collect prey and complete quests. It
is good if there is a partner whose management can be temporarily intercepted. Each hero has his own skills and fighting capabilities, so the alternation will become interesting in itself. Control of the Hero control is intuitive - on the left on the screen is a virtual stick to move, and on the right are the main buttons of the
battle key. Additional buttons are unobtrusively placed on the screen to go to the character's menu and other features. Gameplay Game is far from limited to the scenario of launching an accident. Passage of Pascal's Wager will be an interesting adventure. Bones that have fallen from the killed enemies are a kind of
currency, which means that you have to delve into the implemented trading system. And on the altar you can create amulets and potions. The combination of objects, the development of talents - all this makes the gameplay really diverse. Our hero, in addition to the standard indicator of health, also has a scale of mental
state. In this world you can't turn into crazy because it's fraught with fines. However, sometimes only a state of rage saves. The player will also have to think about it, providing the right balance. Graphics and Sound Many games benefit from their ability to immerse themselves in the virtual world, in which case even
roughness is ignored or seem natural. In Pascal's Wager such an atmosphere is masterfully created - little sun, the sky is covered with clouds, evil hides in the shadows, monsters roam everywhere and even the earth seems spoiled. Everything seems really gloomy and generates a sense of hopelessness. Developers
emphasize the soundtrack of the game, you can agree with that. The music and the effects are eerie, causing a sense of incomprehensible what is happening, but at the same time, of course, it is important. The sounds of combat are quite natural, helping to navigate in dynamic actions. Combat system Also, if you can
still find fault with the graphics and sound, then the combat system in Pascal's Wager seems to be well thought out. A quick hit will do little and powerful will be slow. However, punches can be combined into combos, increasing both your chances of winning and entertaining the fight. Combat animation is quite smooth,
and opponents are smart, attacking non-standard, then immediately with the crowd. If you carry out a bad attack or forget to put the block, you can lose a lot of life. And in battle with the boss will have to apply all the skills. Not only does the level of mind on the scale decrease at the time of the collision with them, which
increases the level of the enemy, and the leaders themselves strike uniquely destructive blows. You just have to yawn - most of the health is gone. Our resume If you still don't understand, Pascal's Wager is not an easy game. Your character will probably have to die during its passage, more than once. However, it will
allow you to learn, adapt to a complex world and gradually overcome its obstacles. And after Sunday, most enemies will return, except for the bosses. Players would like to search in this world numerous secrets, hidden places and side quests. It's not just the combat system that's attracting Weiger Pascal. Moreover, the
developers promise significant updates - new characters, locations, quests, so that the game can be captured for a long time. The shortcomings of the first versions will undoubtedly be corrected. Vaeger Pascal has already been named by many as the game of the year. Excellent, though not revolutionary graphics, high-
quality voice, understandable plot, a whole scattering of the hero's ability to align - what else does a gamer need? The game has become moderately challenging and has a clear development perspective that makes you look at it, even if you're not a fan of the genre. Genre. the pascal's wager apkpure. the pascal's wager
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